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This descriptive study investigated the relationship between personality types as
indicated on the Myer’s Briggs Type Indicator and the ability to be a change agent as
measured by the Change Agent Inventory.
The Myer’s Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) Form G is a questionnaire designed to
make Carl Jung’s theory of psychological types understandable and useful in everyday
life.  The author, Katharine Cook Briggs (1875-1968) and her daughter, Isabel Briggs
Myers (1897-1980) were disciplined observers of human personality differences.  They
studied and elaborated the ideas of Jung, and applied them to human interaction.  After
more than 50 years of research and development, the current MBTI is the most widely
used instrument for understanding normal personality differences.
3The Change Agent Inventory (CAI) provides a comprehensive assessment of the
criteria and characteristics necessary to successfully implement key business changes in
an organization.  It can be used to assess individuals charged with the responsibility to
make sure a change happens; and to select primary change agents for major change
projects.  The CAI was developed by Implementation Management Associates, Inc. of
Brighton, Colorado.
After these two instruments were taken by members of the College Operating
Team (COT), a focus group was conducted with these questions asked of each member:
What is your attitude toward change?  Do you like or dislike change?  Why?  How
effective are you as a change agent?
The participants in this study were nine managers at a two-year technical college.
The WITC - New Richmond COT has a variety of personality preferences.  All the COT
members demonstrated a higher than average capacity for change.  There was a tendency
for more intuitive managers to score higher on the change agent instrument.  There was
also a tendency for the higher the score on the change agent instrument the lower the
MBTI Type S score.  However, there did appear to be a positive relationship between the
focus group responses and CAI scores.
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7Chapter 1
Research Problem and Objectives
Introduction
The US corporate world is moving from traditional corporate hierarchies to
teamwork (Kedjidjian, 1994).  Companies are forming employee groups led by team
leaders that participate in corporate issues ranging from budget planning to quality
control.  Teams are being used to improve efficiency and increase productivity (Braham,
1993).  In education, teams have been increasingly advocated as a means of empowering
teachers, improving instruction, and introducing educational change (Friedman, 1997).
According to Friedman “this shift involves regarding teams as the primary unity of
teaching practice and as a means of linking instructional and structural change within
schools.”  He further contends a team approach introduces greater uncertainty into school
practice while at the same time providing a method for engaging uncertainty and
generating learning.
Considerable effort is required to ensure the success of work teams, people
brought together to accomplish a certain task.  It is not realistic to expect that a group of
people with different personalities, and expectations, will easily adjust to the team
concept.  Americans are raised to value individualism, to respect and accept authority,
and to expect pay increases based on seniority (Kedjidjian, 1994).
These values are opposite of the principle of team work, which emphasizes the
sharing of resources and abilities, the empowerment of employees with the ability to
make team decisions, and reduction of barriers between supervisors and subordinates.
8One way of overcoming these obstacles is through training in areas of leadership, valuing
diversity, sharing responsibility, and self awareness (Caudron, 1994).
The movement toward a team approach in accomplishing tasks is a change for the
majority of staff persons.  However, no organization today can afford the status quo.
Organizations that thrive are those that thoughtfully embrace change so that they can
manage it to their competitive advantage (DeMeuse & McDaris, 1994).  Change sparks
powerful emotion, and people who are distracted by fear, anger, uncertainty, or sadness
have difficulty learning.
People make or break any change initiative.  A survey conducted in 1993 by
Wyatt Co, found that the most often sited barrier to change was employee resistance
(Stewart, 1994).  In an effort to understand employee resistance and its relationship to
change the researcher chose to investigate the personality preferences of the members of
the College Operations Team at Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College - New
Richmond and their ranking on the Change Agent Inventory.
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College (WITC) is a 2-year technical college
located in New Richmond, a community with a population of 5,500 located in Western
Wisconsin.  WITC has 59 instructors, 29 office and technical support staff and 12
managers.  The managers comprise the College Operations Team (COT) (See Appendix
A.)  The COT meet weekly to discuss current operations, staffing, budgets, facilities, and
strategic planning.  One constant for the College and the COT is the evidence of change.
Change occurs in curriculum, programming, competition, technology, and diversity
among employees.  In reality the COT is a team leading and managing WITC – New
Richmond.  By using team concepts within existing units and designing new teams that
9extend across functions, organizational leaders can create and empower new working
relationships (Baker, 1995).  In today’s tough business environment, it is important to
harness effectively the most valuable resource – the human being.
In general, a person reacts to change in one of three ways: accepting and
supporting change;  complying with change in action, but not in spirit; or resisting
change, either passively or actively (DeMeuse & McDaris, 1994).  Most organizations
seem caught up in the rapid pace of change; however, some are finding ways to support
new behaviors at work through classes, study groups, and leave or sabbatical policies.
Some companies are replacing career development programs with career resilience
programs.   Components of existing resilience programs include self-assessment of
values, skills, and interests; identifications of areas in the company where those values,
skills, and interests can be used effectively; and putting systems into place to support
movement within the organization.
Teams are comprised of individuals with various personality types.  There are a
number of approaches to the study of personality.  Various kinds of tests, inventories, and
measurements have been devised over the years.  One obstacle to personality
measurement, however, is that there is little agreement as to the definition of personality.
Katherine Briggs and Isabel Briggs Myers developed a test that indicates an
individual’s predisposition: the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).  The MBTI is the
most widely used personality test in the United States.  Its specific uses include
teambuilding, time management, communication and organizational development
(Bayne, 1990).
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Statement of Problem
This study focused on determining the relationship between the personality types
of COT members as indicated on the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and scores on
the Change Agent Inventory (CAI).  To date no study has been conducted at WITC-New
Richmond to determine the COT members’ personality type and their ability to be a
change agent.
Purpose of the Study
This study will determine the relationship between personality type and the ability
to be an effective change agent. Additionally, a purpose will be to determine the MBTI
personality results for COT members.  To determine their capacity for change the Change
Agent Inventory will be administered and validated by a focus group.  The results will be
analyzed to determine potential correlation between personality type and ability to
change.
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of this study were:
1. Determine the MBTI personality scores for the COT.
2. Determine the COT members’ capacity to be change agents.
3. Determine the relationship between MBTI personality scores and capacity
to act as a change agent.
4. Determine if change agent scores are validated by responses made by
COT members in a focus group.
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Significance of the Study
The significance of the study is to discover the COT member’s aptitude for
change in relationship to their personality preference.  The knowledge gained will
promote the growth of the College, insure effectiveness, efficiency, productivity of staff,
and responsible use of tax dollars.  In this time of rapid change and increased
competition, it is important that management be able to change and facilitate change.
Limitations
The study is limited to the COT at WITC-New Richmond and does not take into
account other factors affecting the Indianhead District.  The characteristics of the Team
members, such as health factors, length of employment, gender or racial issues are not
considered.  The study covers a period of two years within the College’s life.
Definitions of Terms
The following section defines terms that are used in this paper:
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator  (MBTI): Psychological instrument developed by
Isabel Briggs Myers and Katherine C. Briggs over a period of 30 years.  It reports
preferences or styles of interaction based on Carl Jung’s theories of psychological types.
Four Letter Types:  The MBTI uses a letter to stand for each of the preferences.
Type preferences are reported as E (Extraversion) or I (Introversion), S (Sensing) or N
(Intuition), T (Thinking) or F (Feeling), J (Judging) or P (Perceiving).
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Change Agent Inventory  (CAI): Assessment instrument developed by
Implementation Management Associates, Inc.  It provides a comprehensive assessment of
the criteria and characteristics necessary to successfully implement key business changes
in an organization.
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College: A multiple campus college with
campuses located in Ashland, Rice Lake, New Richmond, and Superior.  The Indianhead
District began in 1911, in 1972 the New Richmond Region was added.  The College now
consists of eleven counties in Northwest Wisconsin.
COT (College Operations Team): Consists of the management group of the New
Richmond Campus.
Pearson’s Correlation:  Measurement of the degree to which changes in one
variable are associated with changes in another.
Setting of the Study
WITC is a public post-secondary educational institution offering associate
degrees, technical diplomas, certificates and non-credit courses to residents of
Northwestern Wisconsin and Eastern Minnesota.  The New Richmond Campus is located
within the Minneapolis and St. Paul Metropolitan Area in St. Croix County, Wisconsin.
WITC’s vision commits the College to life-long learning, to improve the quality
of life for individuals and to enhance the economic potential of its communities.
The COT consists of nine managers who direct the local functions of the New
Richmond Campus in collaboration with District Administration located in Shell Lake,
Wisconsin.
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Methodology:  The study is designed to determine the relationship between the
personality types of individual COT members and their ability to be a change agent.  The
selected measurement instruments are the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and the Change
Agent Inventory.
The following chapter will describe and analyze the research that has already been
done related to personality type and change.
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Chapter II
Review of Related Literature
Introduction:
Improved productivity, higher morale, increased market share, greater
profitability are the results of effective teamwork. How can individuals – an
organizations most valuable resource – be harnessed to maximize time, energy, and space
to produce maximum results?  Max DePree wrote in Leadership Is An Art, “In baseball
and business, the needs of the team are best met when we meet the needs of the
individual person.”(DePree, 1989, p.36.)
To fully utilize the team concept, it is advantageous to understand personality
preferences as well as how individual team members react to organizational change.  The
purpose of this chapter is to outline and discuss the various facets involved in making
distinctions between individuals and groups of individuals.  The areas to be discussed are
personality, personality assessment, and change.  A review of the literature will be
presented on personality, Jungian theory, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and
organizational change.
Personality
There is not always a great deal of agreement among professionals in the
behavioral sciences as to the actual definition of personality, what causes it, and how to
assess it.  The best description of personality suggests that it is the way a person typically
approaches problems and interacts with other people (Miller, 1975).
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As for the cause, Okun (1984) describes the factors that affect the development of
personality as flexibility/rigidity, level of defense mechanisms, introversion/extroversion,
and temperament styles.  He argues that one’s personality is influenced by heredity and
environment, and while personality influences development, one’s life experiences of
development also influence personality.  Ebel (1972) believes much of personality has
more to do with one’s actual behavior in given situations than what one’s response might
be on paper.  Therefore, one should probably be observed in various situations in order to
obtain the best accuracy.  However, observation techniques for research can be very time
consuming, and may not be realistic for many situations and purposes.  There are a great
number of personality tests available for a variety of situations: general, interpersonal,
occupation, education, and many more.  Whatever the method being used, the concept of
personality is one that is often difficult to assess and comprehend.  Additionally, because
there are so many different instruments available, there is often some confusion as to
which is the best measure.
Jungian Theory
Jungian Psychology, which was developed by C.G. Jung (1939), is also known as
Analytical Psychology (Mattoon, 1981).  Jungian theory is very complex and lengthy,
and difficult to understand, but many have chosen to analyze and interpret the main
concepts of his work as it pertains to personality (Fordlam, 1978).  Jung believed that
people had essentially two personality dimensions: attitude and functions.  One’s
attitudes can be either extroverted or introverted, while one’s functional possibilities
consist of sensation, intuition, thinking, and feeling (Jung , 1939).  Individuals have all of
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these within them, but in different degrees; one attitude and one or two functions tend to
be developed in the individual.  Jung’s theories are not in a confining set of categories
with which to pigeonhole people, but should be used as an aid to understand and
appreciate the individual ways people behave and view the world.  There are basically
three categories for one’s preferences: one’s focal point toward the world
(extroversion/introversion), one’s mode of perceiving stimuli (sensation and intuition),
and one’s mode for making judgments about those perceptions (thinking and feeling).
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is a personality assessment which is
based upon Jungian Theory (Myers, 1993).   It measures personality dispositions and
interests along four bipolar scales: extroversion-introversion, sensing-intuition, thinking-
feeling, and judging – perceptive.  It is a self-report questionnaire designed to make
Jung’s theory of psychological types understandable and useful.  Valuable differences
between healthy, normal people can be described with the results of the MTBI.  This
most widely used instrument identifies strengths, unique gifts which lead to greater self-
understanding and potential areas of growth.  In addition, it will assist in understanding
and appreciating other people.
The authors, Katharine Cook Briggs (1875-1968) and daughter, Isabel Briggs
Myers (1897-1980), studied and expanded the ideas of Carl G. Jung and applied these
ideas to human interaction (Myers, 1993).  The MBTI is used in:
• Team building
• Relationship counseling
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• Problem solving
• Management and leadership training
• Self development
• Organization development
• Education and curriculum development
Annually in the United States more than three million MBTI inventories are
administered.  It is used internationally, having been translated into more than twenty-
four languages (Barger & Kirby, 1995).  Based on the individual’s preferences in each of
the dimensions, a four-letter code or “type” is derived, allowing for a total of sixteen
different possible combinations (types) (Hirsh & Kummerow, 1990).  A profile sheet
with a brief interpretation of the scores and a charted explanation of each of the sixteen
types is given to the individuals.  People create their type through their individual
preferences regarding perception and judgment.  The interests, values, needs, and habits
of the mind that naturally result from any set of preferences tend to produce a
recognizable set of traits and potentialities (Myers, 1990).   People can then be described
by stating their four preferences.  Each type is the result of its own preferences and is
closely related to other types that share some of those preferences.
In a work situation, each of the dimensions has its place in describing one’s likely
behavior.  Extroverts like variety and action, dislike complicated procedures, are good at
greeting people and enjoy having people around.  They are interested in the results of the
job, in getting it completed, and in how others would do it.  Introverts like quiet for
concentration, do not mind working on a project for a long time until it is completed, and
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without interruption.  Their conversational style tends to be calmer and more careful than
that of the enthusiastic extrovert (Barger & Kirby, 1995).
Sensing types tend to focus on immediate reality, notice events in the order in
which they occur, and give information in the same way.  Because they are attuned to
what is actual in the present, people preferring sensing will typically ask questions when
presented with a new idea.  Questions like-what steps need to be followed?  how much
time will it take?  who’s responsible for each part?  how much will it cost?  They rely on
their experience and want information that will allow them to use it.  Intuitive types are
attuned to connections in whatever information they take in.  In noticing things and in
giving information they look at the big picture.  When reacting to a new idea intuitive
types frequently want to brainstorm all the available options, becoming energized and
excited by expanding on the potential benefits of doing things differently (Barger &
Kirby, 1995).
Thinking types focus quickly on any problem or inconsistency and work toward a
solution.  They value efficient completion of tasks, want processes organized in a logical
manner with consistency in the application of principles.  Feeling types focus on
considering the needs of the people involved to ensure decisions made will include the
perspectives of everyone who will be affected.  They value harmony and use consensus
and compromise to reach decisions (Barger & Kirby, 1995).
Judging types develop a plan and a schedule and stick to it.  Typically they will
complete the job a little ahead of time to avoid last-minute pressure.  When things are
undecided, they feel uncomfortable and push to get decisions made and may resist
reopening those decisions.  Perceiving types begin projects by exploring and gathering
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information.  Fast-approaching deadlines give them the necessary energy to complete the
task, just in time.  In regard to decisions, perceiving types feel uncomfortable if things are
decided before all the options are explored.  If new information becomes available they
are willing to reopen the decision to see if it needs changing (Barger & Kirby, 1995).
All of these preferences may contribute significantly to the individual’s
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with particular working environments, positions, and/or
tasks.  Ideally, a close correspondence between one’s personality and work requirements
should exist.
Organizational Change
Throughout history, in the simplest terms, change has been the only constant
(Markert, 1993).  Change is constant – it is progressive – it is universal.  To repeat a
timeless phrase, the more things change, the more they are the same.  Yet, many people
fear change.  Social groups band together to fight against change.  The word change
produces emotional reactions since it is not a neutral word.  To many people, change is
threatening.  Without any sort of modifier, the word change promises no respect for
present cultural values.  Change may even disrupt the values themselves (Markert, 1993).
In some instances, the mere mention of a proposed change conjures up visions of
revolution, dissatisfaction, and discontent.  More agreeable words which refer to the
process of change include education, training, modification, and therapy.  Individuals are
more amenable to a situation where others “educate” them versus where others “change”
them.  There is less resistance to the idea of being “changed”.  These substitute words are
safer or less emotional, which is why they are more tolerable (Markert, 1993).
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Andrea Sodano, who holds a Ph.D. in psychology, is a consultant at Symmetrix, a
firm in Lexington, Massachusetts, specializing in reengineering/changing an organization
(Stewart, 1994).  Sodano and several colleagues at Symmetrix have studied signs of
change readiness and resistance, and indicate change is easier if managers and employees
are rewarded for taking risks, being innovative, and looking for new solutions.
Successful change is more likely in the day-to-day leadership, the people who call the
meeting and set the goals, is high level and have direct responsibility for what is being
changed (Stewart, 1994).
Personality Type and Change
During a time of change everyone has high needs for information, therefore it is
impossible for leaders to give too much information.  However, differences in
preferences influence how people prefer to receive information and how they want to
process it (Barger & Kirby, 1995).  Extraversion types typically want to receive and
process information verbally.  They want to hear what the leaders and everyone else are
thinking about.  They want a chance to talk through their reactions and ideas.
Introversion types typically prefer to receive written information with time to process it
internally before having to respond.  After they are clear inside about their reactions and
questions, they want a forum for communicating their thoughts and getting their
questions answered.  This can be done in the form of writing or in small-group and one-
on-one discussions.
The preference for Sensing or Intuition creates major differences in people’s
initial reactions to change and leads to significantly different information needs (Barger
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& Kirby, 1995).  Sensing types rely on experience and their skill in dealing with present
reality.  Therefore, when changes are contemplated, they typically want specific
information about what isn’t working in the present and how the proposed changes will
solve these problems.  They want a clear, realistic statement about exactly what the
changes will entail and what the final product will look like.  Then they want the
opportunity to test this against their own experience to see if the changes are doable and
practical.  Intuition types rely on imaginative projections of the future.  When changes are
contemplated, they want to get the biggest possible picture and then have an opportunity
to explore all the possible connections.  They want to imagine how this will be and flesh
out the picture with their own insights and other possibilities they see for further change.
They usually feel stimulated by real change because it provides an opportunity to do
things in a new way.
When changes are contemplated, Thinking types want to ask all the “why”
questions and receive the answers in a logical, organized fashion.  They may challenge
parts or all of the proposed changes if the evidence used is not credible to them or if the
change plan seems illogical.  Feeling types want to know how the changes fit with the
values of the organization, how people will be included in the change process and
whether the plans take into account the ways in which people will be affected.   They are
concerned about how the leaders will support the people during the change.
Judging types are challenged by the ambiguity and uncertainty connected to
change.  They want to have every part of the change and the transition defined as clearly
as possible, and they want the change process to move quickly.  Perceiving types
typically seem more comfortable with things being undecided.  Their greatest challenge
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comes from their desire to explore every option, to delay decisions until all information
has been gathered, which sometimes needlessly prolongs the process (Barger & Kirby,
1995).
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Chapter III
Research Design and Methodology
Introduction
 The purpose of this chapter is to describe the subjects, instrumentation, and
procedure used in this descriptive study of personality types and the ability to be a change
agent.
Research Design
This is a descriptive study that investigated the relationship between personality
preference as measured by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and the ability to act as a
change agent as measured by the Change Agent Inventory.  The MBTI was given to each
manager in September, 1998, then the MBTI results were explained by a certified
professional.  The CAI was given to the COT members in October, 1998.  The focus
group was made up of the COT members (9) with each member being asked the same
question.  This was the last step in the process.  The answers were recorded by a court
reporter and transcribed verbatim.  The complete transcript is in Appendix D.
Population and Sample
The subjects were nine team members of WITC-NR who were participating on an
operations team.  They were selected because of their experience in working as a team
and the knowledge gained through this research would facilitate improvement within the
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College; promote better utilization of human resources; and ultimately increase growth,
effectiveness, and efficiency.  There were four women and five men on this team.  To
preserve the identity of the team members, they will be referred to as MA, WA, MB, MC,
MD, ME, WC, WB, and WD.  The current positions for the COT team members and
years of service are as follows: campus administrator (4), director of student services
(15), supervisor of facilities (13), assistant manager of continuing education (15),
manager of continuing education (9), administrative assistant (8) and three deans of
instruction.  Two have been managers at the College for 15 years and one has been there
6 years.
The team implements and monitors campus operations including supervising
faculty, staff, budget, and the instructional process.  In addition, the team members serve
as facilitators to ensure continuous improvement in each administrative unit by managing
the campus planning process.
Data Collection Instrument
The Myer’s Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) was one of the instruments chosen for
this study. It is based on Jung’s personality theory, and was developed by Katherine
Briggs and her daughter Isabel Briggs Myers.  The MBTI (Form G) is a 94 item, forced-
choice inventory that attempts to classify individuals according to psychological type.
The purpose is to identify, from reactions to each item, the basic preference of people in
regard to perception and judgment, so that the effects of each preference, singly or in
combination, can be established by research and put to practical use.
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In examining the validity of the MBTI, it appears to be quite consistent with
Jungian theory.  The scales do demonstrate the behaviors and attitudes that MBTI is
attempting to measure, giving it strong construct validity.  E-I validity shows that
extroverts tend to have needs of dominance, exhibition, and affiliation, while introverts
like working alone, dislike distraction, and think before they act.  A-N validity portrays
sensing types as having a preference for facts and tangible stimuli, while intuition
correlates with autonomy, creativity, intelligence, and aesthetic and theoretical values.
T-F validity shows thinking as relating to constructs such as autonomy, order,
masculinity, and dominance, while feeling types tend to be nurturing and affiliation
oriented.  Finally, J-P validity correlates judging with responsibility, dependability,
control and the need for order and endurance, while perceptive are shown as impulsive,
flexible, and tolerant of complexity.
Overall, the MBTI reveals a potential for relative high reliability, with the average
reliability on all scales in the “good” range.  Results on validity, though somewhat
limited, would elicit a “very good” rating.
The Change Agent Inventory (CAI) provides a comprehensive assessment of the
characteristics and criteria necessary to successfully implement key business changes in
an organization. It can be used as a tool for self-awareness by evaluating individuals’
capacity based on their perception.  It will provide the individual with areas of strength to
be leveraged and weaker areas to be improved.
Utilization can also be to:
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• Assess individuals who have responsibility for implementing change
in a organization.
• Select primary change agents for major change projects.
• Provide an appraisal for development of specific agents.
For individuals serious about improving their change agent capacity, it is
definitely more valuable to compare their perceptions with those people authorizing the
change and the perceptions of the targets who are actually being asked to change.
The CAI is divided into five sections:
Definition of Categories
 a)  History:  An analysis of previous implementation barriers and lessons learned.
b)  Sponsor Relationship:  An evaluation of the resources, reinforcement
communications required from change sponsors to successfully implement change.
c)  Agent Capacity:  An analysis of the skills, experience and relationships required
by agents to successfully implement the change.
d) Target Relationship:  An analysis of readiness for the change and the potential
sources of resistance.
e) Culture:  An evaluation of the fit between change and the current organizational
culture or subcultures.
A focus group was conducted with identical questions asked of each individual COT
member.  The responses were recorded by a court reporter and compiled into a written
report for analysis and future reference.  The same group took the MBTI and the CAI.
To validate the CAI scores the following questions were asked:
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What is your attitude toward change?
Do you like or dislike change?  Why?
How effective are you as a change agent?
      This group process was completed in approximately 1 ½ hours.
Procedures
The MBTI Form G was completed by each member on September 15, 1998 and
scored by a trained and certified MTBI professional. The professional then conducted a
workshop for the team members.  The workshop included a presentation on the various
types of personalities, distribution of articles and resources related to type and a question
and answer session.  The purpose of the workshop was to expand the knowledge base of
the COT members related to their personality type.
The Change Agent Inventory was introduced to the team members with
instructions to complete the inventory and return it to the researcher within a week.  The
results of the CAI were compiled and charted for analysis and future reference.
A focus group was held to gather data.  Focus groups are designed to obtain
information from a number of individuals on a specific topic.  The facilitator’s role is not
to influence the responses of the participants.  The researcher acted as a facilitator and as
a participant.  The COT members were participants in the focus group with the researcher
formulating questions regarding change.  The purpose of the focus group was to validate
the results of the MBTI and the Change Agent Inventory.  (See Appendix B for the
complete transcript of the focus group).
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Data Analysis Procedures
The MBTI results were analyzed and results reported by a certified MBTI
professional.  The results appear in charts.
The researcher analyzed the CAI by compiling the scores and charting results.
Focus Group: The researcher examined the responses of each COT team member
to discover evidence of accuracy of personality type as reported by the MBTI.  In
addition, the researcher compared the responses concerning change to the results of the
CAI.
For the focus group data, the researcher assigned ratings according to the
following criteria.  Scores were assigned with 7 being high, and 1 being low.
1. For Question 1 points were assigned according to willingness to embrace
change with 7 being the most willing and 1 being the least willing.
2.   For Question 2, points were deducted in relationship to their responses
indicating dislike of change.
3.   For Question 3 points were assigned according to the respondents’ self
analysis of their effectiveness as a change agent with 7 being the most effective and 1
being the least effective.
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Chapter IV
Results of Research
Introduction
This study was conducted to gather information on the relationship between
personality type and ability to be a change agent.  In addition, a focus group was held
with the nine research participants to validate the results of the CAI instrument used to
determine change agent capability.  No projects were assigned to individual managers as
a result of this study.  However, if there is a relationship between personality type and the
ability to change, future projects may take into account this information.
Presentation of Results
The results are presented for each objective and discussed.  Results are based on
responses from nine managers from Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College.
1.  Determine the managers’ MBTI personality scores.
Table 1 provides the MBTI raw scores for each of the eight personality type preferences.
Extroverts prefer to direct energy and attention to the external world.  Introverts prefer
to direct energy and attention most often to their internal world of facts, ideas, thoughts,
feelings, and memories.  Those preferring Sensing notice what is actual and present-the
information taken in by the senses of sight, hearing, smell, and touch.  Those preferring
Intuition notice specifics but move very quickly to connecting them to other information
to see patterns.  Persons with Thinking preferences analyze what is wrong in a situation
and do problem solving.  Those preferring Feeling use empathy and identification with
others to assess the impact of various options on the people who will be affected by them.
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Those preferring Judging like to plan and organize their lives and then live by their
plans.  Those preferring Perceiving take a more casual approach to planning, preferring
to stay flexible.
Table 1
Myers-Briggs Raw Results
Myers-Briggs Raw Scores
Code
E I S N T F J P
ma 16  8  5 18 10 12  5 23
mb  4 23 31  3 19  4 20 7
mc 19  7 22  8 21  2 10 16
md 10  6 12 15 16  4 22 3
me  8 16 13 13 19  4 20 7
wa 17  6 6 16 10  7 17 11
wb 15 13 9 16 14 12   5 23
wc 11 15 14 13 11 11 18 10
wd 24  5 9 17  0 18 12 15
The score areas are:
E – (Extrovert) or I – (Introvert)        T – (Thinking) or F – (Feeling)
S – (Sensing) or N –  (Intuition) J – (Judging) or P – (Perceiving)
Table 2 provides the MBTI scores along with MBTI type.  Because preferences
may be combined in several ways,  the MBTI inventory leads to sixteen different types.
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For example, a person’s type preference may be reported as ENTP:  meaning the person
prefers Extroversion (orientation to the outer world),  Intuition (information taken in by
getting the big picture),  Thinking (logical decision making), and Perceiving (flexibility
and spontaneity in the outer world).  Another person may prefer ISFJ:  Introversion
(orientation to the inner world), Sensing (taking in specific, real and immediate data),
Feeling (empathetic decision making by values), and Judging (structure and organization
in the outer world).
The raw MBTI scores are assigned  letters which indicate the personality
preferences of each person.  For example, Ma has a calculated preference of E=extrovert,
N=intuition, F=feeling, and P=perceiving.  Each of the participants is identified by a code
known only to the researcher.  See Table 2.
Although there are 16 possible personality types as measured on the MBTI, only
seven types were generated from the nine managers.  The majority of managers (55%)
were considered extroverts (E), and 45% were introverts (I).  Thirty-three percent were
sensing (S) types, while 67% were considered to be intuitive (N).  Fifty-five percent were
found to be thinking (T) types and 45% were categorized as feeling (F) types. Fifty-five
percent were considered as the judging (J) type, while 45% were perceptive (P) type.  See
Table 2.
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Table 2
Participant Codes, MBTI Preferences, MBTI Types
Participant MBTI Preferences MBTI  Type
ma E
    15
N
27
F
5
P
37
ENFP
mb I
39
S
55
T
29
J
25
ISTJ
mc E
23
S
27
T
37
P
13
ESTP
md I
13
N
7
T
23
J
37
INTJ
me I
17
N
1
T
29
J
25
INTJ
wa E
21
N
21
T
5
J
11
ENTJ
wb E
3
N
15
T
3
P
37
ENTP
wc I
9
S
1
F
1
J
15
ISFJ
wd E
37
N
17
F
37
P
7
ENFP
Each of the blocks in Table 3 represents one of the sixteen personality types
identified on the MBTI. Introvert types are listed in the top two rows.  Extrovert types are
listed in the bottom two rows.  Sensing types are listed in the two left-hand columns;
intuitive types are listed in the two left-hand columns.  Judging types are listed in top row
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and bottom row.  Perceptive types are listed in the middle rows.  Thinking types are listed
in the far right and far left columns.  Feeling types are listed in the middle columns. For
example, ISTJ represents Introvert, Sensing, Thinking, and Judging.  One of the
participants—mb, was identified as this type. See Table 3.
Table 3
MBTI Type Table
        SENSING TYPES            INTUITIVES
             WITH THINKING      WITH FEELING        WITH FEELING      WITH THINKING
ISTJ
Introverted
Sensing
with thinking
mb
ISFJ
Introverted
Sensing
with feeling
wc
INFJ
Introverted
Intuition
with feeling
         INTJ
Introverted
Intuition
with thinking
md, me
ISTP
Introverted
Thinking
with sensing
ISFP
Introverted
Feeling
with sensing
INFP
Introverted
Feeling
with intuition
INTP
Introverted
Thinking
with intuition
ESTP
Extroverted
Sensing
with thinking
mc
ESFP
Extroverted
Sensing
with feeling
ENFP
Extroverted
Intuition
with feeling
ma, wd
ENTP
Extroverted
Intuition
with thinking
wb
   
   
   
   
   
   
EX
TR
O
V
ER
TS
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
IN
TR
O
V
ER
TS
 JU
D
G
IN
G
   
   
   
   
 P
ER
C
EP
TI
V
E
   
   
   
 P
ER
C
EP
TI
V
E
   
   
   
   
   
J U
D
G
IN
G
ESTJ
Extroverted
Thinking
with sensing
ESFJ
Extroverted
Feeling
with sensing
ENFJ
Extroverted
Feeling
 with intuition
ENTJ
Extroverted
Thinking
 with intuition
wa
                      IN
TR
O
V
ER
TS                                                          EX
TR
O
V
ER
TS
  JU
D
G
IN
G
                          PER
C
EPTIV
E                PER
C
EPTIV
E                   JU
D
G
IN
G
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Table 4 gives a global overview of the Myers-Briggs Types.  This chart divides
the Myers-Briggs Types into four quadrants (IS, ES, IN, and EN) equaling 100%.  Type
IS (characterized by a focus on the community) is exhibited by 24% of the general
population; 52% of the general population has type ES (characterized as action-oriented
and realistic).  Four percent of the general population exhibits Type IN (a focus on
vision); 20% of the general population, Type EN (action innovators who want change,
but may not be realistic).
Additionally the Table 4 is divided into four columns:  Type ST’s are
realistic/practical; Type SF’s are sympathetic/friendly; Type NF’s are enthusiastic/
friendly; and Type NT’s are logical/ingenious
 WITC managers exhibited 22% Type IS versus 24% of the general population.
Fifty two percent of the general population is classified as type ES versus only 11% of
WITC managers.  Four percent of the general population has type IN; WITC managers
exhibited 22% IN type.  Twenty percent of the general population has Type EN. The
majority of WITC managers--44% displayed type EN.  See Table 4.
Forty-four percent of the managers were NT-- logical/ingenious type.  Twenty-
two percent of the managers were ST-- realistic/practical type.   Eleven percent of the
managers were type SF—sympathetic/friendly and 22% were Type NF—
enthusiastic/friendly. See Table 4.
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Table 4.
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator:  Global Overview
24% of Population (IS)
Ask hard questions – “What’s a good reason”
or “if it works, let’s keep it!”
Focus on Continuity
4% of Population (IN)
Thoughtful innovators-thinkers in a new way
“Think About It”
Focus on Vision
ST
Realistic/Practical
SF
Sympathetic/Friendly
NF
Enthusiastic/Friendly
NT
Logical/Ingenious
ISTJ
mb
ISFJ
wc
INFJ INTJ
md, me
ISTP ISFP INFP INTP
ESTP
mc
ESFP ENFP
wd, ma
ENTP
wb
ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ
wa
52% of population (ES)
Action-oriented, realistic
“Let’s do it!”
20% of Population EN
Action innovators want change--may not be
realistic
Generates enthusiasm
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2. Determine the managers’ capacity to be change agents.
Table 5 shows the scores the managers received on the Change Agent Inventory
(CAI)). There are 80 items on the CAI and the respondent receives 1 to 5 points on each
item.  The CAI includes questions related to history, sponsor relationship, agent capacity,
target relationship, and culture for change.  Five points are awarded for a high level of
change activity or orientation.  Four hundred is the maximum score.  The higher the score
the higher the capacity for change.
One way to interpret these scores would be to regard any score above 280 as
having an orientation/tendency to be a change agent.  The score of 280 is halfway
between the undecided response and the agree response.  The higher the score above 280
the more likely the person will be a change agent.  In general, the managers range in the
high change agent end of the scale. See Table 5.
The total scores on the Change Agent Inventory ranged from a high of 368 to a
low of 281.  The mean was 310.66, there was no mode (no score indicated more than
once).  The median was 310. The CAI scores for the managers reflected moderate to high
capacity for change.. Four managers had scores between 310 and 328. The range of CAI
scores is given in Table 5
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Table 5
Change Agent Inventory Results
Participants Total
ma 368
mb 300
mc 281
md 310
me 328
wa 296
wb 318
wc 312
wd 283
A visual comparison of how the COT members’ scored on the Change Agent
Inventory is displayed in Figure 1.  The probability of implementation success is a
suggested scale from Implementation Management Associates, Inc., developer of the
instrument.  The CAI instrument reported that scores in the range of 130 to 195 show low
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capacity for change.  Scores from 195 to 260 show moderate capacity for change.  Scores
260 and above show high capacity for change.  All the managers scored in the high range.
See Figure 1.
CAI
High 318 296 328 300 318 281 283 310 368
260
Moderate
195
Low
130
Very low wc wa me mb wb mc wd md ma
Person
Figure 1.  Probability of Implementation Success
3. Determine the relationship between MBTI scores and CAI scores.
A correlation was run on the variables to determine if there were any significant
relationships.  The correlation (r) values have to be .632  or larger to be significant at the
.05 level.  None of the relevant correlations were significant.  The correlations between
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the MBTI and the CAI are given in Table 6.  There were no significant correlations
between the MBTI scores and CAI scores.  The MBTI-S scale had a -.412 correlation
with the CAI.  This indicates there was a tendency that the higher the CAI score, the
lower the MBTI-S score. The MBTI-N scale had a .394 correlation with CAI.  This
indicates that there was a tendency for the more intuitive people to score higher on the
CAI.
Table 6
Correlation Between MBTI and CAI Scores
MBTI Scores Correlation
Between MBTI and CAI Score
E -.278
I .147
S -.412
N .394
T .017
F .152
J -.280
P .318
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4. Determine if change agent scores are validated by responses made by COT
members in a focus group.
The focus group was conducted to validate the CAI scores.  Responses to the
focus group questions are given in Appendix B.
Table 7 displays the focus group questions and ratings for each manager on each
question.  The focus group raw results were evaluated by the researcher to validate the
score on the CAI.  The researcher assigned ratings of 1 to 7 to each individual’s
responses to each item, with 7 being high and 1 being low.  Focus Group question 1 was
“What is your attitude toward change?”  Focus Group Question 2 was “ Do you like or
dislike change?”  Focus Group Question 3 was “How effective do you think you are as a
change agent?”  The focus group ratings ranged  from a low of 5 to a high of 7.  Scores
for question 1 ranged from 5 to 6.  For question 2 scores ranged form 5 to 6.  For question
3 scores ranged from 5 to 7.
An example of a Question 1 “6” response is “my attitude toward change is—
comfortable.  Overall, I’d say it’s comfortable.”  A Question 1 “5” response is “First it’s
negative.  And I think, oh, no, here we go again.”  An example of a Question 2 “6”
response is  “overall, I do like change, and I always view change as a—as an
opportunity.”  An example of a Question 2 “5” response is “I dislike change just for
change sake also.”  A Question 3 “7” response would be “Change has its good days and it
has its bad days.  There are days you feel there’s been a lot of effective change and there
are days that you feel that you kind of back up and the question remains, at least in my
mind, were you a change enabler or a change inhibitor?” A Question 3 “5” response
would be “Not particularly effective because I tend to hold back and watch and see what
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is happening rather than initiate anything.”  (A copy of the verbatim transcript of focus
group session is given in Appendix B.
Table  7
Change Agent Inventory (CAI ) and Focus Group (FG) Results
Change Agent Inventory (CAI) and Focus Group (FG) Raw Results
CODE CAI FG1 FG2 FG3 TOTAL-FG
Ma 368 6 6 7 19
Mb 300 6 6 6 18
Mc 281 6 5 6 17
Md 310 5 5 5 15
Me 328 5 5 5 15
Wa 296 6 6 6 18
Wb 318 6 6 6 18
Wc 318 5 5 5 15
Wd 283 6 5 5 16
Focus Group Questions
Question 1 - What is your attitude towards change?  (FG1)
Question 2 - Do you like or dislike change?  (FG2)
Question 3 - How effective are you as a change agent?  (FG3)
Rating:   1 to 7 (1=low, 7=high)
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The following correlation results compare CAI instrument results with a focus
group observer’s response. As shown by Table 8, none of the correlations between CAI
and Focus Group Results are significant at the .05 level.  Although not significant,
Question 3 provided the highest correlation with a .418.  Question 1 with a score of -.207
represents the lower extreme.
The negative correlation for Focus Group Question 1 (-.207) was possibly the
result of all nine managers giving similar responses to this question.  For Questions 2 and
3 there were moderate positive correlations.  For example, those who expressed a liking
for change and those who thought they were more effective as change agents scored
higher on the CAI.  Please see Table 8.
Table 8.
Correlation Between CAI and Focus Group Results
Focus Group Question Correlation With CAI
1.  Attitude Toward Change -.207
2.  Like/Dislike Change .327
3.  Effectiveness As Change Agent .418
4.  Total Score (1+ 2 + 3) .233
Summary Discussion
In determining the managers’ MBTI personality scores the researcher found that
although there were sixteen possible personality types, the nine managers generated only
seven types.  The majority (55%) was extroverts—E.   Sixty-seven percent of the
mangers were the intuitive type—N.  The most prominent MBTI personality type among
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the managers was EN—people who generate enthusiasm, but who may not always be
realistic.  Among the general population only 20% are type EN’s.  This contrasts with the
managers’ 44%.   The EN’s (44%) dominant the other types—IS (22%), IN (22%), and
ES (11%).
In determining the managers’ capacity to be change agents the researcher found
that all managers scored in the high range—above 260 points.  The range of scores was
from a low of 281 to a high of 368.
In determining the relationship between MBTI scores and the CAI scores the
researcher found that there were no significant relationships between the MBTI and the
CAI.  However the intuitive type—N and the perceptive type—P had the highest positive
correlation.
In determining if change agent scores were validated by responses made by COT
members in a focus group the researcher found that there were no significant correlations
between focus group responses and  CAI scores.  However participants’ perceptions of
their own effectiveness as change agents (Focus Group Question 3) had the highest
relationship  with CAI scores with a correlation of -.418.
In the review of related literature Ebel’s 1972 beliefs state that much of
personality has more to do with one’s actual behavior in a given situation than what one’s
response might be on paper.  The researcher found that the nine managers’ “change
personalities” were congruent from paper instrument (CAI) to actual expression of beliefs
(responses to focus group questions)
Having the nine managers take the MBTI and then having a certified MBTI
professional explain the personality types of the team was an exercise in team building.
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The MBTI, as discussed in the literature review, identified strengths and unique gifts of
the team members.  This exercise led to greater self- and team understanding.   Taking
the MBTI assists in the understanding and appreciating of other managers in the team.
Markert (1993) said that throughout history, change has been the only constant.
WITC - New Richmond has nine managers who scored well above the average
population in being change agents.  In contrast to the literature review’s discussion of the
fear of change, WITC - New Richmond managers demonstrated by their responses to the
focus group questions an openness to change.
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Chapter V
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
Introduction
Teams are being utilized at technical colleges, community colleges, and
universities throughout the United States.  The College Operations Team was formed in
1989 at Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College-New Richmond.  Personality type and
the ability to change are important factors if the Operations Team is to best utilize
individual strengths and to identify areas for staff development and self improvement.
Summary
This descriptive study investigated the relationship between personality types as
indicated on the Myer’s Briggs Type Indicator and the ability to be a change agent as
measured by the Change Agent Inventory.
The Myer’s Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) Form G is a questionnaire designed to
make Carl Jung’s theory of psychological types understandable and useful in everyday
life.  The author, Katharine Cook Briggs (1875-1968) and her daughter, Isabel Briggs
Myers (1897-1980) were disciplined observers of human personality differences.  They
studied and elaborated the ideas of Jung, and applied them to human interaction.  After
more than 50 years of research and development, the current MBTI is the most widely
used instrument for understanding normal personality differences.
The Change Agent Inventory (CAI) provides a comprehensive assessment of the
criteria and characteristics necessary to successfully implement key business changes in
an organization.  It can be used to assess individuals charged with the responsibility to
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make sure a change happens; and to select primary change agents for major change
projects.  Implementation Management Associates, Inc., Brighton, Colorado, developed
the CAI.
After these two instruments were taken by members of the College Operating
Team (COT), a focus group was conducted with these questions asked of each member:
What is your attitude toward change?  Do you like or dislike change?  Why?  How
effective are you as a change agent? The participants in this study were nine managers at
a two-year technical college.
The following conclusions and recommendations are the result of a study
conducted in 1998 at Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College-New Richmond.  The
purpose of the study was to determine the personality types of nine managers and to
determine the relationship of personality type to the ability to be a change agent. An
additional purpose was to use results of a focus group to determine potential correlation
between personality type and the ability to change.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on the findings of this study.  While these
conclusions are limited specifically to WITC-New Richmond, the information gathered
may be useful for other college management teams as a means of identifying personality
types and change agent capabilities.
1. Determine the managers’ MBTI personality scores.
The MBTI reports scores for each of the eight personality type preferences.
Extroverts prefer to direct energy and attention to the external world.  Introverts prefer
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to direct energy and attention most often to their internal world of facts, ideas, thoughts,
feelings, and memories.  Those preferring Sensing notice what is actual and present-the
information taken in by the senses of sight, hearing, smell, and touch.  Those preferring
Intuition notice specifics but move very quickly to connecting them to other information
to see patterns.  Persons with Thinking preferences analyze what is wrong in a situation
and do problem solving.  Those preferring Feeling use empathy and identification with
others to assess the impact of various options on the people who will be affected by them.
Those preferring Judging like to plan and organize their lives and then live by their
plans.  Those preferring Perceiving take a more casual approach to planning, preferring
to stay flexible.
The MBTI inventory leads to sixteen different types.  For example, a person’s
type preference may be reported as ENTP: meaning the person prefers Extroversion
(orientation to the outer world), Intuition (information taken in by getting the big picture),
Thinking (logical decision making), and Perceiving (flexibility and spontaneity in the
outer world).  Another person may prefer ISFJ: Introversion (orientation to the inner
world), Sensing (taking in specific, real and immediate data), Feeling (empathetic
decision making by values), and Judging (structure and organization in the outer world).
Although there are 16 possible personality types as measured on the MBTI, only
seven types were generated from the nine managers.  The majority of managers (55%)
were considered extroverts (E), and 45% were introverts (I).  Thirty-three percent were
sensing (S) types, while 67% were considered to be intuitive (N).  Fifty-five percent were
found to be thinking (T) types and 45% were categorized as feeling (F) types. Fifty-five
percent were considered as the judging (J) type, while 45% were perceptive (P) type.
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It may be concluded that the COT members are weighted toward extroversion, intuition,
thinking, and judging.
WITC managers exhibited 22% Type IS versus 24% of the general population.
Fifty two percent of the general population is classified as type ES versus only 11% of
WITC managers.  Four percent of the general population has type IN; WITC managers
exhibited 22% IN type.  Twenty percent of the general population has Type EN. The
majority of WITC managers--44% displayed type EN.  A conclusion may be that the
COT has a relatively low number of ES personality preferences.  Additionally CO T
members have more than twice the percentage of Type EN as compared to the general
population.  It can be concluded that these managers prefer to be involved in activities
directed toward the outer world while looking for patterns of information.
Forty-four percent of the managers were NT-- logical/ingenious type.  Twenty-
two percent of the managers were ST-- realistic/practical type.   Eleven percent of the
managers were type SF—sympathetic/friendly and 22% were Type NF—
enthusiastic/friendly.  From this data it may concluded that the majority of the managers
are the logical/ingenious type.
The majority of COT members were extroverts—E (55%).  This personality type
likes action and variety, likes to have people around and is good at greeting people.  They
prefer to receive and process information verbally.  A minority of the managers were
introverts—I (45%).  This personality type prefers to direct energy and attention most
often to his/her internal world of facts, ideas, thoughts, feelings, and memories. It may be
concluded that the majority of WITC - New Richmond managers are social beings, who
are comfortable with discussions related to any upcoming change at the College.
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A majority of the managers were the intuitive (N) type  (67%).  Those preferring
intuition notice specifics but move very quickly to connecting the specifics to other
information in order to see patterns.  A minority (33%) had sensing (S) preferences. This
type analyzes what is wrong in a situation and problem solves. It may be concluded that a
majority of the managers are intuitive types who notice specifics but move very quickly
to connecting the specifics in order to see patterns.
Most COT managers (66%) were the intuitive personality type.  This type uses
imagination to see the biggest possible picture associated with a change.  Change
produces the opportunity to do things in a new way.  Intuitive personality types are
stimulated by change.  Because many COT managers (44%) were found to be thinking
types, it can be concluded that the COT is more likely to work toward solutions quickly
with processes organized in a logical manner.  However the managers who were
determined to be feeling types (33 %) will focus on the needs of the people involved in
the change. It may be concluded that there are a variety of personality preferences that
make up the WITC - New Richmond management team as measured by the CAI.
2. Determine the managers’ capacity to be change agents.
Four hundred is the maximum score on the CAI instrument.  The higher the score the
higher the capacity for change.  The CAI reported that scores in the range of 130 to 195
show low capacity for change.  Scores from 195 to 260 show moderate capacity for
change.  Scores 260 and above show high capacity for change.  The managers’ scores
ranged from 281 to 368.  From these results, it may be concluded the nine COT managers
have a higher than average capacity for change.  Six managers scored 300 or more points
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on the CAI.  It may be concluded that these six managers have a very high capacity for
change.
3. Determine the relationship between MBTI scores and the CAI scores.
A correlation was run on the variables to determine if there were any significant
relationships.  The correlation (r) values have to be .632 or larger to be significant at the
.05 levels.  None of the relevant correlations were significant. There were no significant
correlations between the MBTI scores and CAI scores.  The MBTI-S scale had a -.412
correlation with the CAI.  This indicates there was a tendency that the higher the CAI
score, the lower the MBTI-S score. The MBTI-N scale had a .394 correlation with CAI.
This indicates that there was a tendency for the more intuitive people to score higher on
the CAI.  It may be concluded that there is some tendency that the higher the CAI, the
lower the MBTI Type S score.
4. Determine if change agent scores are validated by responses made by COT
members in a focus group.
A correlation was run on the variables to determine if there were any significant
relationships between the CAI and a focus group observer’s rating of individual’s
responses to focus group questions. The correlation (r) values have to be .632 or larger to
be significant at the .05 level.  None of the relevant correlations were significant. There
were no significant correlations between the Focus Group ratings and the CAI scores. 
Although not significant, Question 3 (How effective are you as a change agent?)
provided the highest correlation with a .418.  Question 1 (What is your attitude toward
change?) with a score of -.207 represents the lower extreme.
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The change agent scores (CAI) were all high and reflected an orientation to
function as a change agent. The responses to the focus group questions also indicated this
orientation.
Because the small number of participants limited the statistical analysis it is not
possible to state a definitive conclusion.  However, there did appear to be a positive
relationship between the focus group responses and CAI scores.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are based upon the findings of this study.  It is
recommended that the campus administrator be aware of a possible tendency for the 44%
of the managers who are EN types (innovators who want change) to sway team decisions
by overwhelming the more realistic managers during team discussions.
For purposes of staff development this study needs to be replicated in the future as
new managers are added to the COT.
A final recommendation is that further study should be done related to personality
type and capacity for change using a better research tool for determining change
readiness and a larger number of participants.
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APPENDIX A
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College Information
College Operation’s Team (COT) Membership:
Administrative Assistant
Assistant Manager of Continuing Education
Campus Administrator
Deans of Instructional Operations (3)
Director, Educational Services
Facilities Supervisor
Manager of Continuing Education
COT Ground Rules:
1. Focus on situation, issue or behavior
2. Maintain the self-confidence & self-esteem of others
3. Maintain constructive relationships with your peers
4. Take initiative to make things better
5. Lead by example
6. Start on time
7. Complete pre-work
8. Regard members as equal and full participants
9. Stick to the agenda
10. Take, type and distribute minutes
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11. Laugh a little and have fun.
COT Purpose:
The Campus Operations Team serves to support the Campus Administrator in the
implementation and monitoring of campus operational procedures, which target
continuous improvement and development of processes to meet the needs of our
customers.
COT Function:
1. Serve as the coordinating body of the campus for implementing and maintaining
operational delivery and support processes.
2. Create, empower and establish parameters by which regional units function in
improving processes.
3. Develop, review and/or provide input to new/revised operational procedures.
4. Promote and/or develop activities, which promote a quality culture college-wide.
5. Serve as the catalyst for incorporating continuous improvement as an integral part
of each administrative operational unit.
6. Review and approve regional committees/teams activities including budget
requirements for regional operations and contracting.
WITC Mission:
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College is a public postsecondary educational
institution which serves the communities of the college district and their residents by
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providing comprehensive educational programming and support services for meaningful
career preparations and personal effectiveness.
WITC Purposes:
* Offer courses leading to certificates, diplomas, and associate degrees in
occupational fields.
* Respond to the educational needs of business, industry, and governmental
agencies.
* Provide access to educational opportunities for adults who wish to continue their
learning experience.
* Provide general education that supports occupational courses and enables students
to become active and productive members of society.
* Provide basic education that prepares individuals for successful transition into
employment or postsecondary programs.
* Offer support services to assist students in attaining occupational, educational,
and personal goals.
* Establish partnerships with high schools, colleges, and other entities to form a
seamless educational delivery system.
WITC Visions:
As a dynamic organization dedicated to the concept of life-long learning,
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College seeks to improve the quality of life for
individuals and to enhance the economic potential of their communities.
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WITC Values:
INTEGRITY:
We value accountability, responsibility, and ethical behavior in an open and
honest atmosphere.
EFFECTIVENESS:
We embrace continuous improvement in the College’s offerings, services, and
processes assuring the effective and efficient use of resources.
RESPONSIVENESS:
We respond with enthusiasm and optimism to opportunities for positive change
assuring that outcomes are customer-focused.
COLLABORATION:
We establish partnerships with others in seeking resourceful solutions to meet the
challenges of preparing the region’s workforce.
CREATIVITY:
We utilize innovative methods and emerging technologies to address challenges,
solve problems, and create pathways to success.
CARING:
We create and sustain a climate of caring and respect for all members of our
community.
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Appendix B
FOCUS GROUP TRANSCRIPT
WD: Okay.  We’ll start with this question, and we’ll start with MC.  What is
your attitude towards change?
MC: Give me a minute to --
WD: Sure.
MC: My attitude towards change is -- comfortable.  Overall, I’d say it’s
comfortable.  Depending upon, of course, where the change or  -- or what the change
entails.  I would say overall comfortable.  Comfortable.
WD: Okay.  Anything else you want to say about that?  After listening to the
same question, what is your attitude towards change?
WC: First it’s negative.  And I think, Oh, no, here we go again.  I want to know
all the reasons why and -- but basically am able to go with the flow and don’t mind
change after the initial reaction.
WB: My notes, when you first asked the question, I wrote down scary.  It feels
scary sometimes, yet it becomes exciting for me once I can see the benefits.
WA: Well, it probably depends on which day of the week and how much
change I’ve had the previous day.  I think as I’ve gotten older I’ve realized that change
occurs more and more and seems like faster and faster.  And every once in a while it’s
like, stop the world I want to get off kind of thing.  But, we’ve -- had a lot of inservice
and training and workshops in dealing with change.  And the way I am is if there’s a
process that I can look at, that’s sort of my security blanket.  So if I have something to
follow, I’m okay with it, but one thing I think I’ve learned definitely is that you need to
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ask a lot of questions.  You just can’t go into it blindly.  Basically okay, but sometimes
it’s a lot to deal with.
WD: MB.
MB: Change is almost more normal than abnormal nowadays, but my first
reaction is cautious and then what impact is that on my -- my unit and myself and how I
can fit that within -- within how we operate.  But otherwise comfortable after I got a
chance to think about it a while, gather information and I understand what the change is
about.
ME: If  I have information, I don’t have a lot of trouble with change but I’m
with WA also -- also is somewhat dependent upon how much change is going on at the
same time.  If there are too many things changing all at once I have a hard time with that.
I need to understand what the change is before I get comfortable with it.
WD: Anything else?
ME: Um-um.
WD: MA, what is your attitude towards change?
MA: I love to travel.  I like scenery.  I really like change.  However,  my
biggest challenge is to make sure that they -- that comfort on my part does not create
heavy discomfort on other’s parts and it is frustrating for me to get excited about
something and then try to figure out how to get others excited about it.  I like it.
WD: MD.
MD: Well, change is, as MB says, seems to be the norm, and I don’t have any
problem with it as long as I can understand it and understand what the parameters are and
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what the desired outcome is.  I don’t do well if too many things happen at once, and I
tend to become resistant if pushed too hard.
WD: Okay.  And I need to respond too, so I’m going to be a participant as well
as a facilitator.  The change for me needs to make sense.  And I also agree with many of
you that have said if too many things are changing at one time and feel real chaotic, and
yet I think, overall, I enjoy the variety and the lack of routine that change brings so that
we don’t get complacent.  So, overall, I would say that I like it.
The next question is really related real closely to that, and you may, just
have after you’ve heard everyone else’s comment, want to add to because it really is
very, very similar.  So, do you like or dislike change and can you tell us why.  We’ll start
with you again, MC.  I know that’s a disadvantage to always start with the same person.
MC: No problem.
WD: It’s no problem for you.
MC: I like change because -- because I get bored real easy.  I like change when
it has a definite objective.  I dislike change when it’s a change just for change sake.
WD: WC.
WC: I dislike change just for change sake also.  I like the new challenges.
Basically I like change, sometimes resistant to do that but if it -- if it makes sense to me,
I’m all for it and willing to do it.
WB: Okay.  I have, even though I answered basically with scary, sometimes I
guess ultimately I like change, that it’s refreshing.  That if  -- somehow something can be
done definitely or assignments are changed if there’s a benefit to it.  I guess, again,
reiterating what I’m hearing ahead of me, is if it’s just to change, what can we mess with
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this week?  That if -- if you know, that’s not good.  And I don’t feel that, you know -- all
of us are so very busy that we don’t have time to go broke looking for those kinds of
reasons to change for something to do.  So knowing that we change because there is a
desired outcome and there is a benefit to it, then -- then that’s good and I like it.
WA: I like change that has a positive benefit for the college or for people on our
staff or for the students.  The kind of change that I dislike is the kind that I have no
control over of the meaning, like staff changes when people accept new positions.  I don’t
mind you know -- probably the people that I managed don’t like this so much when I
change their --their spot and their tasks and all that, but I never do that unless there’s
really a good outcome for all of us in that but we have a lot of staff turnover, and that I
dislike.  Although each time that happens we do get an opportunity to rethink that
person’s position, that part of change is good.  But every once in a while it’s just an awful
lot of hits you take at one time and that’s hard.  So I would just -- I would like just like it
to slow just once in a while.  Just a little.
MB: Overall, I do like change, and I always view change as a -- as an
opportunity.  Although, again, it depends on the circumstances.  Like when somebody
leaves, that’s not exactly the kind of change I want to have, but then that’s always when
you have a chance to think about it that’s always the opportunity.  Okay, now, how can I
do things differently or do bring in different types of people or different skills.  So I think
there’s a lot of different opportunities with change.  But, again, I don’t like change for
change sake.  It should all be somewhat productive.
ME: It’s going to sound like a broken record, because I got a chance to listen to
everyone else.  But I -- both like and dislike change.  I like change that has good rationale
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and I can see a benefit to.  I guess I also like change that I generate but that’s not part of
this.  But I -- I dislike change especially when the change takes – if a change is taking
place and there are good questions asked about it that don’t have good answers that come
back, then I’m real uncomfortable with the change.  It’s like -- like the change is taking
place, but nobody’s really thought of a lot of the things that are going to spin off of that
change as a result.  Then I get really antsy about that.
WD: Anything else?
ME: No.
WD: TS, do you like or dislike change; and you already said you did, but why
don’t you like it, why do you like it other than you travel?
MA: I think it’s the boredom factor that my job is full of, as and everyone
else’s, as well full of routine and policies and procedures.  Change is an opportunity to
think outside the box.  It’s creative.  Breaks the boredom.  And it’s really interesting
hearing everyone else and I’m flashing back to Deming.  His concept of continuous
improvement was premised on the basis that if it’s not broke, break it.  Because the
resultant assembly will  either be the same which reinforces that the change was not
necessary, or it would -- it will be an improvement because thought processes have been
revealed.  I like it.
MD: Well, I continue to support change because I think it’s an opportunity to
make things better.  However, like everyone else, I am reserved about it because there are
many opportunities to change things just for change sake, and I don’t support that at all.
But overall, I think it’s a positive way of improving the organization.
WD: That’s it?
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MD: That’s all.
WD: Okay. I would say, generally, I like change, but I do find that when we
talk about staff  changes that I get to a certain point where I don’t want to retrain
anybody.  I just don’t want to go through all those procedures and all the changes, things
that they need to know in order to be an effective staff person.  And so I like it if there’s
critical thinking done around any change; and if it’s inevitable, then I have to sort of
garner a whole new set of energies to go through that change process, whether it’s with a
staff person or whether it’s with a process or, you know, anything related to work.  I think
we have to sort of gear up and not just have the same complacency that I had with the old
process  or the other person.  I think it takes new energies.
The last question -- we may get out of here by quarter after, gang.  How
effective do you think you are at this time as a change agent?  And remember, a change
agent is a person who creates change in an organization.  How effective do you believe
you are personally --
MD: Restate the question.
WD: Okay.  How effective do you feel you are as a change agent Steve?
MD: Not particularly effective because I tend to hold back and watch and see
what is happening rather than initiate anything.  It doesn’t mean that I don’t do anything,
but to do very little is just my nature.
WD: Do you want me to restate the question?  How effective do you feel you
are as a change agent?
MA: I’m not sure that people are really good judges of their own performance.
Change has its good days and it has its bad days.  There are days you feel there’s been a
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lot of effective change and there are days that you feel that you kind of back up and the
question remains, at least in my mind, is were you a --change enabler  or a change
inhibitor?  And it’s a really hard one for someone to assess.  I’d like to believe that I
affect change, but I may affect people’s feelings not wanting to change as well.  So that’s
kind of something that could be evaluated, I think.
WD: Anything else?
MA: No.
WD: ME, how effective do you feel you are as a change agent?
ME: I think it’s hard to think about yourself with that question and from my
perspective, there are just certain things.  I think what I do is I get fed up with a certain
condition sometimes or could be the bureaucracy.  It could be policies and procedures
that just don’t work, need to change.  And it takes varying degrees of time, I guess, for
me to get to that point, but once I get there, then I do odd things, I think.  I’ll give you an
example.  The auditing of my own curriculum in Ag and T & I right now.  All we do is
audit them right now.  Doesn’t mean things are going to change, but I’m talking that
either those are going to fit the mold or the mold  is going to change.  But my hope is
probably some of either may happen, but it may force or motivate a change to take place,
and it will be right out in front of God and everybody.  I’m not going to go and sneak
around and make change.  Just talking about it has caused some change to take place, I
believe, already.  Just the dialogue.  It’s an example.  That’s how I view myself, I guess,
as far as being a change agent.  I don’t go out coming to work in the morning thinking.
Oh, I got to make some kind of change today.  That’s it.
WD: MB, how effective do you feel you are as a change agent?
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MB: Yeah, it’s a tough question.  I think I am.  I’m not always sure it’s a
positive change, but I try to be.  I’d say -- I’d say the people I work with would say it
would be positive also.  I’m asked to be in a lot of stuff, so that must be the reason for
that.  Also, when I see a problem I want to fix it.  I want to get it resolved.  I want to get it
done.  I’d rather not let it fester and get it resolved and I think that’s part of change.
That’s all.
WA: I -- I think I have had made a lot of changes in the departments that I have
worked with over the years.  I’ve learned a lot about how to make change effective --
more effectively for the people that I work with.  I’d  say -- the main thing I’ve learned
over the last several years is that you need to make sure, and I haven’t always done this
as effectively as possible, but you need to make sure you involve all the players, so to
speak.  Anyone who is affected by the change you need to be sure you get around to all
those folks and you talk to them, can you build support for the change?  And I haven’t
always done that as well as I should.  But I would say I would give myself on my grade,
before GM gives me one, that I’d say I’m 60 percent effective.  I have 40 percent to get
better about on the whole, more positive than anything is the effectiveness.
WB: Well, words I’d written down are too cautious.  To answer your question,
how effective are you as a change agent, learning have room for improvement.  And
similar to what you were saying, too, that I haven’t perfected the art of talking about it.
Change can be about just learning to have a change almost occur and happen and people
buy into it and be knowledgeable of it.  I stand back and I try to gather too much
information and do more behind the scenes, and I don’t think that that’s a real effective
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way.  It’s comfortable for me, but I think things could move faster and be more effective
if there’s more movement.
WC: Quite a bit of the time I think I’m probably not effective as a change agent.
Do it more behind the scenes.  What I  mean by “behind the scenes” is not in a conniving
manner but just quietly mentioning it to other people.  Going about it that way.  I don’t
think I’m -- but then as you know talk to different people, like we’ll say my counterparts,
or people that work with my counterparts.  They will say, Well, look to WC.  See what’s
she’s done.  So I guess I’m probably more of a change agent than I give myself credit for.
MC: I’m much too cautious to start out sometimes.  I’m much too slow to act
because I want to make sure it’s positive.  I want to see the objective in it.  I’m much
more of a -- of a risk taker out of my professional life -- bungie jumping, skydiving, that
kind of thing.  I’m a good -- I’m a good support working behind the scenes.  I -- I work
with people real well, and I do real well in a support type position.
WD: And myself.  I guess I like change and feel I don’t -- I would say I’m at 50
percent being effective with it, but the thing that always surprises me is that it seems like
my mind is always coming up with new things to think about and everything, and when I
bounced them off on people, I’m really surprised that they’re not as excited as I am, and
so cause I’m assuming that everybody -- I sort of have this assuming that most people
will love it and so it’s really been a good lesson for me to understand that there are
people, and I’ve learned most of that at WITC, that there are people that really do resist
it, and I work with JS and she admitted she just hated change.  And I’m always kind of,
you know, thinking about the next thing.  And so it’s been a really good lesson in the
very thing that we’re talking about the very answers in people and show how they view
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change.  And sometimes because of when they react like their excited and  they don’t like
the idea, I just think well then I’ll just do it myself, I’ll just, you know.  And I don’t do as
much as work because so much of what they do is team work.  I think at home when
everybody doesn’t jump right on the bandwagon and think this is a great idea.  Then I
think, I’ll just do it myself.  So I know I have those tendencies to act shocked when other
people don’t love the new idea as much as I do.  And really, as far as effectiveness, I have
a lot to learn as how to really create it in an organization.  I would say I have a lot to learn
there in that area.
Are there any additional comments that you would like to make about any of the
questions?  Maybe you feel that you should have said something and didn’t and we can
add it now.
I really do appreciate that you would take this time today, and the paper that I
gave you -- WC was the only person that probably brought the paper back today and she
had already written her responses down in preparation for this meeting today and I called
some other people and they don’t have any idea where they put it.
MA: I have one thing that occurred to me as I was looking at the three questions
here as I listened to all of your responses.  Maybe this is off the record, too.  I don’t
know.  I think that liking change or disliking change, being effective at change or
uneffective – or ineffective and your feelings about change is how well you as an
individual are comfortable with being uncomfortable.  If you -- if you’re not thrown for a
loop when you’re feeling embarrassed or off center or in a strange environment, I think it
makes it easier to accept the differences that change gives you because change gives us
all a feeling of  -- of -- of the unknown, of discomfort, of -- it’s kind of a fear.  I heard
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people describe they don’t like it, they do like it.  They kind of dread it, and then after a
while they get it’s the unknown, but then I get used to it.  It’s how used we are
individually being comfortable as being uncomfortable.
WD: And you, know, I think also right along that line, I think when we hire new
employees that the issue of change maybe needs to come into the discussion, because as
the further we go, the more change there sometimes  to be and if a person is really
uncomfortable with that feeling I think it tells you a couple of things.  One is that they’re
probably not going to be comfortable with us here; and secondly, I think that when a
person’s core values are actually to the soul.  I’d find that if someone says something to
me and it’s really contrary to what my core values are, you’re swayed and you think, Oh,
if you don’t have a real soul, or if I had my value system and someone says something
you think, Oh, my Lord, you know it kind of makes you feel uncomfortable because you
feel like well, you know, am I wrong, or  -- so I really think that the whole issue that
we’re talking about really deals with your center value systems that you’ve established
for yourselves and I think it makes for very interesting discussions to get into because
sometimes people become very defensive because they don’t know what their core values
are when this -- when he hears these things they respond because they think, now I have
to change.
WA: You bring up individual differences when you say what you just said, and
what is hard is did you ask a lot of people?  To that I think whether it’s the task that they
do or where they sit or what’s around them and they -- it’s -- it’s been really interesting
the amount of change that we’ve undergone in student services both largely where they
have repotted, like when we’ve taken different tasks here, you know.  You can -- the one
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thing that I have noticed for sure and you can get out there and you can talk to all kinds of
people and you can tell them why in about 30 different ways but there are some people
that are so resistant they don’t hear it period.  And I don’t know what that -- what
happens then.  I’m stumped at that point, you know.  You know, I’ve got one person in
my department that is like that.  There’s nothing I can do to make that person hear what’s
positive about it.  It’s change, and that person didn’t like it.
MA:  How does that make you feel?
WA: Ineffective.  But at least it’s the minority.  Most people when you state
your case and you lay out why and you -- and you really have to think it through because
it’s like cracking the whip.  If I make a change somewhere in the middle of a process, I
have to remember that it affects the person on the front end, the person on the back end,
and everyone in between.  If that’s the major lesson I’ve learned about change, it’s
making it effective you have to look at it from every single person’s point of view.  And I
just admit in the past I’m been more likely to say, we’re going to change this because it’s
good for the college and haven’t done a good job selling it.
MA: And therein lies the comfort, because there gets to be a point in leadership
that once you know the change, if for the organization and you’ve done your politicking
and you’ve done your discussions, and you realize the direction that has to be supported
and you make the decision, it’s being able to live with the success, obviously, of seeing
the change be positive or being – seeing the change be implemented and also being able
to live with the people that totally have been made unhappy by that.  Realizing that the
common good is what you need to focus on and you have to be comfortable in realizing
you did -- you can’t make everyone happy.  That is the frustration.  I’d like to be the clear
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leader and get everybody fired up, and we’re all cheering for the same teams, but you
have always got some folks that what took place is a losing scenario, and I think you have
to have a good self-esteem or something to be able to not let that chew away at what
you’ve tried to establish on the positive side.
WA: And of course there is the ultimate change agent and that’s when you
dehire someone.  You know.  That really you that’s as managers that’s things that we
have to think about it lot about money and those are the toughest, you know.
WD: Anything else that you would like to add?  I really do appreciate each of
you for taking time out of your busy day.  I don’t think we’ve ever discussed this topic
like this before, have we?
WA: I don’t think so.  I took a supervisory management course on change.
WD: Did you teach it?
WA: I took it.
WD: Okay.  Then you were a student.
MA: It’s interesting to hear your responses to change because I never ask the
questions.  When I came and I lived off the premises I was told that everyone in New
Richmond liked change.
